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              More than a layer of security, this cage will save you time and money.
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                Introducing the PrivaCage™ secure equipment container. When
                you order PC Disposal's Secure Plus™ Risk Management Disposal service, these cages
                will be delivered to your location. PrivaCages can easily be rolled from floor to floor
                and room to room, allowing your staff to securely move old equipment to your shipping
                dock for pickup by our company.

                

                In the past, many companies would try to erase their hard drives before shipping them off
                to a recycling company. This was certainly understandable because data could be hijacked
                at any time between the equipment's original location and its final destination.
                Unfortunately, erasing or even reformatting a hard drive does not completely remove
                sensitive data and can waste many hours of precious time.

                

                The PrivaCage offers a worry-free solution. By transporting computers in a locked
                steel cage, we keep your data away from prying eyes until the hard drives are thoroughly
                sanitized or destroyed. This saves your IT staff hours of valuable time.
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            The first IT disposal company to back its services with a $1,000,000 guarantee!
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                Sometimes publicity can be a bad thing. Like when
            your company is in the news because client records were found in city dumps or bought on
            an auction website. If recycling companies are keeping their promises to sanitize hard
            drives, why does data keep showing up on hard drives that were supposed to be sanitized
            or destroyed?

            

            PC Disposal has decided to put its money were its mouth is! Our company has built
            its reputation on a strong track record of playing by the rules. That's why PC Disposal
            is the first computer disposal firm to offer a $1,000,000 service guarantee to clients
            who order our Secure or Secure Plus™ Risk Management Disposal service. We guarantee that we
            will completely sanitize or destroy your hard drives before resell or disposal. 

            

            If we fail to complete the services listed on your certificate of disposal, and your hard
            drive is discovered with recoverable data still on it, your company will receive a check
            for $1,000,000.
              

            

        

      


        

       
        

    

  




    





















 
